Global Sound

Unique Vibe

THE BASICS:
20+ Years DJing, Highly Versatile, Destinguished
Resume with a long list of happy clients. Currently
working in Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia & Beyond.
PAST AND PRESENT CLIENTS:

6TH

FLOOR
Da LAT

REFERENCES:
"We never had a DJ at 6th Floor, when Adam said he would be the resident for two months I
jumped at the opportunity. Our clientele is very diverse with people from Europe, South America,
Australia, Asia and beyond. He came in and was able to take direction, add his own flavor and right
from the start took our venue to the next level. We constantly get compliments on having some of
the best music in Vietnam. I'm looking forward to Adam coming back and DJing at 6th Floor."
Emre, Owner | 6th Floor, Da Lat Vietnam
"Right from the start, when Adam showed up to Fifty Fifty, he started playing to the crowd. We have
locals as well as foreigners as customers, and throughout the night he kept everyone happy with a
diverse mix. We are looking forward to having him back." Kirk, Owner | Fifty Fifty, Bangkok Thailand
"Adam OAM did special events for Victoria's Secret for over 6 years. He is always on time, professional,
friendly and provides a fun and energetic environment for our customers to shop in! If you need an
awesome DJ, this is your guy!!!" - Trisha Mizo, Store Manager | Victoria's Secret
"Adam worked for Blue Martini for over 3 years and still rocked our club. He can mix Old School Remixs,
Contemporary Pop, and Underground House while jumping to different tempo’s and genres. He keeps
the music fresh and the crowd happy! " - Jason Gershkon, General Manager | Blue Martini Franchise
BIO:
Adam is currently living in Southeast Asia and has been thankful to have the opportunity to
play at venues in Bangkok and Pai Thailand, as well as Da Lat Vietnam and Cambodia. He has
brought with him 20+ years of experience and continues to innovate for international crowds.
Whether it’s a pool party or providing the soundtrack past midnight, Adam pushes the envelope
by keeping the crowd moving with top hits, retro tracks, and his own choice of dance floor bangers.

